The Adventures of Problem and Solution
By Mary Jade

Problem and Solution are best friends. They first met at school. Problem is really good at art, bike riding, and playing football. Solution enjoys planting trees, science, and basketball. Even though they like different things, Problem and Solution really love spending time together.

Most of the time they get along, but sometimes they don’t always agree with each other. The good news is they stay friends.

One day, people in town started getting really, really sick. Everyone was scared because no one could figure out why a lot of people were not feeling well. The disease was named Monsterbug. A bunch of people did some research and found out that Monsterbug hangs out in places with air pollution. Yuck!

Problem doesn’t think that Monsterbug is a big deal so Problem doesn’t follow the warnings. Solution is very frightened and worried so Solution spends a lot of time at the park planting trees where the air is clean. Solution invites Problem to the park to plant trees, but Problem thinks that’s boring.

Monsterbug not only makes people sick, but it is also making Problem and Solution mad at each other because they don’t agree on how to stay safe from the disease. Will their friendship survive Monsterbug?

Oh no! Problem gets sick with Monsterbug. So, Solution goes to visit Problem and gives Problem a baby tree. Problem begins to feel much better right away. Did the baby tree help Problem get well?

Solution is so excited that Problem is feeling better. Solution shares that everyone who has been planting trees hasn’t gotten sick. Problem asks if it’s because planting trees helps make the air cleaner? Solution smiles and says, “Yes, I think so, friend.”

After everyone joins in to plant trees, Monsterbug disappears, the air gets cleaner, and the town looks prettier. Problem and Solution are best friends again and happy to be planting trees together.

Who are you like, Problem or Solution?

The End.
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